TO: Customer                        07/08/05

Subject: QuickLogic Product Discontinuation Notification
Tracking Number: PCN 051701   Major Change: Class 1

QuickLogic Corporation is hereby providing you with notification that it will be permanently discontinuing the manufacture of the following products.

V320USC-75LP REV B1 (Standard package only)*
V370PDC-66LP REV A0
V380SDC-75LP REV A0
V96SSC-33LP REV B

*The V320 device will be available in a Pb-free package only, as p/n: V320USC-75LPN REV B1

Commencing with the date in this letter, your company has nine (9) months during which time you may place end of life orders, and three additional months to take delivery.

The key dates are:

Last date for placing orders: March 30, 2006
Last date for shipping orders: June 30, 2006

Every effort should be made to place your last time buy orders in a timely manner as product may have limited availability. Orders will be supported on a first-come first-served basis. Placing orders is not a guarantee of delivery, and priority will be given to the earliest orders.

- QuickLogic reserves the right to refuse orders if supply constraints prevent us from fulfilling the orders. All orders for these products will be non-cancelable and non-returnable.
- QuickLogic also reserves the right to increase pricing on new orders as lower overall production volumes lead to increased costs. Orders placed earlier will receive the most favorable pricing.

For further information on replacement devices, please contact your local QuickLogic FAE or QuickLogic’s technical support at www.quicklogic.com/support.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. No response to this notification is required. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact your QuickLogic representative or distributor.

Your continued interest in QuickLogic is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

QuickLogic Corporation
1277 Orleans Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
TEL: (408) 990-4000
FAX: (408) 990-4040